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Inspired by non-Hermitian systems, we study reflection and transmission in a stack of thin films
composed by the repetition of a bipartite unit cell. We aim for controlled reflection and transmission
using lossless and lossy materials in order to develop an optical diode to generate entanglement
photons source. Particularly, we show unidirectional reflection using transfer matrix methods and
confirm our results by finite element simulation.
PACS numbers:
INTRODUCTION
Thin films are a standard option to design optical de-
vices with controlled reflection and transmission. Optics
has a long tradition of studying how the basic proper-
ties of materials can be used to engineer thin film struc-
tures with an overall different behavior [1], which might
be used for industrial applications such as optical cam-
ouflage and optical rectifiers, isolators or switches[2, 3]
to mention a few. Recently, the quantum idea of PT-
symetry has been used to create composite structures
with interesting optical properties. PT-Symmetry in
quantum mechanics refers to invariance to spatial and
temporal reflection. This is provided by complex po-
tentials that obey the property V*(x)=-V(x) [4, 5]. An
ideal optical equivalence is to introduce linear media with
equal real part of the refractive index and imaginary
parts that are the complex conjugate of each other [6].
Such media is practically inexistent in nature and hard
to engineer but experimental realizations have shown its
feasibility[2]. Furthermore, it has been shown that unidi-
rectional reflection arises from PT-symmetric structures
due to the gain-loss balance in optical structures that
bring to mind a stack of thin film [7].
Here, we are interested in the effect of using real-world
materials to design unidirectional reflectionless stacks of
thin films, Fig.(1). First, we are going to model electro-
magnetic field propagation through dielectric thin films
considering left and right normal incidences. We will
start with the treatment of a simple layer using multiple
beam interference techniques.
Then we will provide their transfer matrixs and use
them to describe a unit cell composed of just two thin
layers [8]. Next, we will optimize the film thicknesses
numerically to find the extremal values for reflectiv-
ity/transmitivity at the desired wavelength. Then, we
will find the transfer matrix results for these optimized
parameter values and compare them with finite element
FIG. 1: A unit cell showing unidirectional reflectivity using
two thin-films with conjugate.
FIG. 2: Successive reflections and transmissions in a thin film
with an incidence angle.
simulation. We will use the ideal gain-loss bilayer as
benchmark for more realistic passive-loss values of doped
silicon dioxide (SiO2) with metal nanoparticles for loss
and erbium ions for gain. Finally, we will show results for
unidirectional reflectance for a stack composed by three
unit cells.
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2FIG. 3: a) Unit cell N=1. b) Stack of unit cells N=1,2,3,...
TRANSFER MATRIX FORMALISM
We start our study with the treatment of a single thin
layer using multi-beam interferometry [3]. We consider
incidence from left to right, Fig.(2), and obtain:
t13 =
t23t12e
iφ
1− r23r21eiφ ,
r13 = r12 +
t21r23t12e
iφ
1− r23r21eiφ , (1)
where tij and rij , are the transmission and reflection
coefficients at each boundary, with i 6= j. We will show
results for normal incidence for the sake of space. Here
the effective transfer matrix [7], also called scattering ma-
trix is given by
Mnet = (M23·M22·M12) =
(
m11 m12
m21 m22
)
(2)
and
Se =
(
t12t23e
ik2n2d2
1−r21r23e2ik2n2d2 r21 +
t12r32t21e
ik2n2d2
1−r23r21eik2n2d2
r12 +
t12t23r23e
ik2n2d2
1−r21r23eik2n2d2
t32t21e
ik2n2d2
1−r23r21eik2n2d2
)
=
1
m22
(
Det(Mnet) m12
−m21 1
)
=
(
t13 r31
r13 t31
)
(3)
where k2 is the wavenumber in the material, d2 is the
width of the thin layer, n2 is the refraction index, t13
and r13 are the transmission and reflection coefficients
for left side incidence then r31 and t31 are the reflection
and transmission coefficients considering right side inci-
dence. When we have a layer with complex refractive
index, nci =ni± i ·κi, a negative imaginary part, κi < 0,
provides gain and loss is obtained with κi > 0. In ad-
dition, transmission and reflection for a field impinging
on the right side are given by t13 and r13 and for a left
impinging field r31 and t31.
OPTIMIZATION
We are looking for unidirectional reflectionless [10, 11],
that is a reflection that is null in one direction but not
FIG. 4: Normal incidence reflection coefficient (R20) (a) first
numerical derivative, and (b) second numerical derivate for
one gain-loss unit cell, (c) First numerical derivative, and (d)
second numerical derivate for one passive-loss unit cell. Notice
the narrowing in the shape on the gain-loss (upper) system in
comparison with the passive-loss system (lower).
in the other. For fixed refractive indexes and imping-
ing wavelength, we can optimize the dimer thickness for
reflection or transmission using the first and second nu-
merical derivatives of their transfer matrixs. Figure (4)
shows numerical derivatives for the reflection and trans-
mission coefficients of a double-layer cell with balanced
gain-loss and one double-layer cell with passive-loss ma-
terials at λ = 1550 [nm] and normal incidence, θi = 0.
The parameters used for the ideal cell were n1 = n2 =
1.548, of silicon dioxide (SiO2) doped with either metal
nanoparticles for loss (κ2) or erbium ions for gain (κ1)
with κ1 = −κ2 = −0.548. For the passive-loss cell
n1 = n2 = 1.548, κ1 = 0, κ2 = 0.548, in both cases
n0 = n3 = 1, as we showed Fig.(3), [9]. The thick-
ness of the layers are equal, d1 = d2 = d. We take
the zeros of the first derivative that yield positive val-
ues of second derivative to find the layer thickness that
yields reflectivity minima. When the electromagnetic
waves propagate within a dielectric medium, the phases
φ are cumulative and depend on the refractive index nci,
the wavenumber k0 and the width of the layer that in
turn it depends on the wavelength di(λ). For example,
the optimized thickness for reflectivity minima for the
balanced bilayer are d=220[nm] and d=660[nm] at the
desired wavelength of 1550[nm]. The optimized thick-
ness for transmission minima for passive-lossy cell are
the d=146[nm] and d=200[nm] at the same desired wave-
length. In the following we will simulate the propagation
of linearly polarized electromagnetic field using these op-
timized thickness and compare our numerical results with
finite element simulation to good agreement.
RESULTS
Figure (5) shows the reflectivity and transmitivity
coefficients for ideal gain-loss structures. Figure (5a)
shows these values for an optimized bilayer thickness of
3FIG. 5: Numerical (NUM) and finite element simulation (FES) for counterpropagating reflectivity and transmitivity in an ideal
balanced double-layer cell. Calculations for one bilayer (N=1) with (a) d=220 [nm] and (d) d=660 [nm], and 3 bilayers with
and (b) d=220 [nm] and (e) d=660 [nm]. An optimized 3 bilayers system is obtained with (c) d=248 [nm] and (f) d=630 [nm].
Notice the changes in left reflectivity (RL) in comparison with right reflectivity (RR) and that the transmissions are equal
(TL=TR). The vertical line represents the target 1550 [nm] wavelength..
d = 220[nm] where we can see that reflectivity from the
left-side, RL, dominates over that from the right-side,
RR, at λ = 1550[nm], which is showed as a vertical line.
If we wanted to use this bilayer and repeat it as unit
cell in a stack, say N = 3, the wavelength showing a
maximum difference in reflection will shift, Fig. (5b).
Thus, we have to optimize for each and every stack size
to recover similar results to the N = 1 case, Fig. (5c)
with d = 248[nm]. Similarly, Fig. (5d) shows reflec-
tivity and transmitivity values for an optimized bilayer
thickness of d = 660[nm] where we can again see that
reflectivity from the left-side dominates over that from
the right-side. Again, a wavelength shift occurs if we
increase the number of unit cells without further opti-
mization, Fig. (5e) and when we optimized for N=3 with
d = 630[nm] we recover results as case N=1, Fig. (5f).
Now, we move into a more realistic passive-loss struc-
ture. Figure (6a) shows the reflectivity and trasmitivity
values for an optimized bilayer thickness of d = 146[nm]
where we can see now that, reflectivity from the right
dominates over that from the left at λ = 1550[nm]. An
equivalent wavelength shift is induced when we stack the
unit cell N=3 without further optimization, Fig.(6b), but
this can be easily corrected with optimization for the new
stack, Fig.(6c) with d = 218[nm]. Furthermore, Fig.(6d)
shows the reflectivity and transmitivity coefficients for
passive-loss structures. There we show these values for
an optimized bilayer thickness of d = 220[nm] where we
can see that the reflectivity RR, dominates over RL at
λ = 1550[nm] (vertical line). If we wanted to use this bi-
layer and repeat it as unit cell in a stack, say N = 3, the
wavelength showing a difference in reflection will shift,
Fig.(6e). Thus, we have to optimize for each and every
stack size to recover similar results to the N = 1 case,
Fig.(6f) when d = 230[nm].
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that optimization of thin film struc-
tures, using transfer matrix analysis, can yield optimal
parameters for structures with bidirectional transmission
but unidirectional reflection used as a wave rectifier (mir-
ror of one face). That we have to expect in order to de-
velop an optical diode. We presented two cases for two
different optimal values of thin film thickness. One be-
ing the bipartite unit cell with balanced gain-loss as a
one dimer with PT-symetric and the other a passive-loss
structure. Finally, we want to stress that the width of the
unit cell must be optimized for the desired stack size, oth-
erwise unidirectional reflectivity will occur at a different
wavelength. We desired the resonnance at λ = 1550[nm]
for optical communications. Of course, in the more real-
istic passive-loss unit cell, the transmittance will decrease
with the size of the stack as a result of the losses. In ad-
dition for both circunstances of unit cell, we noted the
differences between unidirectional reflectivity; one case
by the left side (dimer: balanced) and other by the right
side (dimer: passive-loss).
4FIG. 6: Numerical (NUM) and finite element simulation (FES) for counterpropagating reflectivity and transmitivity in an ideal
balanced double-layer cell. Calculations for one bilayer (N=1) with (a) d=146 [nm] and (d) d=200 [nm], and 3 bilayers with
and (b) d=146 [nm] and (e) d=200 [nm]. An optimized 3 bilayers system is obtained with (c) d=218 [nm] and (f) d=230 [nm].
Notice clearly that the left reflectivity is bigger than right reflectivity, (RL > RR) and moreover the transmissions (TL=TR).
The vertical line represents the target 1550 [nm] wavelength. .
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